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TONE IN LITERATURE

DEFINITION: Tone reveals the attitude of the writer towards his SUBJECT matter OR towards the READER, in other words, the writer subtly projects his own feelings into what he is writing through a
specific choice of words or imagery.

PROCEDURE: tone can be said to come from the head or the heart ie it is either
1. intellectual or emotional. In other words, the first step is to determine whether the piece of writing is

OBJECTIVE / FACTUAL
SUBJECTIVE / EMOTIONAL

2. Then make the statement: if factual, ‘The writer is ……………’ or if
If emotional, ‘The writer feels ….’

Factual / technical
Head – intellectual - OBJECTIVE Impersonal / distant / detached

Impartial / neutral / clinical
restrained

reverent
TONE serious formal

dignified /solemn / elevated

flippant
Heart – emotional – SUBJECTIVE comic satirical / mocking

ironic / sarcastic

intimate informal / chatty / personalized

persuasive enticing / tempting
pleading
sensational
sentimental

positive sympathetic / friendly
enthusiastic
encouraging

emotive conciliatory
authoritative
tense
urgent

negative unsympathetic
angry / irritated
defiant
bitter
hostile / cold / harsh
contemptuous
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TONE IN LITERATURE DEFINITION: Tone reveals the attitude of the writer towards his SUBJECT matter OR towards the READER, in other words, the
writer subtly projects his own feelings into what he is writing through a specific choice of words or imagery.
PROCEDURE: tone can be said to come from the head or the heart ie it is either
1. intellectual or emotional. In other words, the first step is to determine whether the piece of writing is OBJECTIVE / FACTUAL SUBJECTIVE /
EMOTIONAL
2. Then make the statement: if factual, ?The writer is ?????? or if If emotional, ?The writer feels ?. See the attachment for words used to describe tone. Don't
get mood and tone confused - MOOD is how the reader feels when they have read the text!

If you are reading a passage and you don't know the meaning of a word, you can try work it out using the context surrounding it.
Always look at the part of speech as a clue. What is its function in the text?
Is it the name of something - a noun
Describing a noun - an adjective
an action or state of being word - a verb
Describing a verb  - a adverb
Showing the relationship between two objects - a preposition
joining two sentences - a conjunction
        2. Consider your common knowledge around the word - figure out the root word and whether any prefix or suffix changes the meaning
eg Happiness - the root word is happy. the suffix ness changes the word from  an adjective to an abstract noun.
eg The prefix trans means across, the prefix un means not. 
eg the suffix cian generally means expert (as in electrician or physician.)
        3. Decide if the word is positive, negative or neutral.
        4. Look at the words and sentences before and after the word. They should give clues as to the general meaning of the word.
        5. Always have a dictionary handy! Look it up! 

Essays
When answering an essay type question, you should first analyze the question and try to understand what you are requested to do, and to determine the kind
of essay you are asked to write.
·         First, highlight the content words/key words to determine what you need to do. These words are significant and they can clarify/define them in the
opening paragraph.
·         Second, underline the instruction/performance words that tell you what to do. Words such as discuss, analyse, explain, and compare will help shape
your thinking and focus on doing what you are requested to do throughout the writing.  
·         Consider other important words, e.g. advantages and disadvantages that will help them in formulating/collecting ideas.
·         Acknowledge sources of information and provide a list of scholarly and academically approved reference materials.
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·         Structure the essay accordingly. You are given an essay structure in one of the Tutorial Letters.


